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not everyone will like this change. but, most customers will not need to be involved at all, nor will they need to install any new applications.
the new look and feel is so much better, the user experience has been greatly improved, and there are now fewer steps to complete tasks.
the new cloud services allow customers to get the newest features quickly. the new moto connect function is an essential part of motorola's
new strategy. it allows users to discover, shop and even personalize their new mobile devices without fuss. the moto app also includes a new
app store, one that offers easy navigation and contains apps that are optimized for mobile devices. the new content and file management
capabilities of moto drive allow users to easily organize and share their photos, videos, music and documents on their mobile devices. moto
content, now integrated with moto drive, lets users control and monitor their mobile device content using their smartphone, even if the
device is turned off. the upcoming beta will make it easier and faster than ever before to discover and purchase the latest android
smartphones and tablets. this beta will offer an even more beautiful user interface, which is designed to deliver a more personalized
experience. this is the first time you will be able to use a google play experience that's more convenient and fun. new users will be able to
opt-in to the beta on the moto website and via the moto app. this beta will not be available for the moto e3. you will notice a large
percentage of all hardware and software related discussions on androidcentral and other android forums revolve around some sort of detail
or screen resolution, and users always want the best out of their phones. this is certainly justified considering the fact that android isnt
natively supported by the handset makers. however, consider a simple example, how many people actually bother to visit the manufacturer
website to find out the actual details of the phones they are interested in. very few. and believe me, i am not speaking of the people who are
trying to get the best out of their handsets. the people that we speak of are the ones who treat phones like a series of apps and rarely ask
themselves if they should upgrade their phone because it has a certain number of applications or whether they should get the new phone
because it is sold for a lower price with a smaller screen. nevertheless, the real consumer is at least somewhat aware of the reality, so when
the time to upgrade comes to a head, they will have all the information they need to make their decision.
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